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The business Chinese correspondence is one type of practical writing for Chinese 
learners in their future business communication. The existing research findings 
indicate that the process of business Chinese letter writing is interacted by subjective 
and objective factors， and require writers to integrate their Chinese linguistic 
knowledge and discourse knowledge. Therefore， a discourse analysis of business 
Chinese letters is of great value to business Chinese letter writing. 
Based on the relevant research in TESOL at home and abroad and the results 
obtained from some small-scale investigations in TCSOL， this  study applies 
theories of systemic-functional linguistics， pragmatics， stylistics and L2 acquisition 
to an exploration and analysis of the textual structure， stylistic feature and pragmatic 
function of sample business Chinese letters from the perspective of discourse， 
pragmatics and stylistics. In addition， an error analysis of sample business letters by 
foreign learners of Chinese is carried out. The ultimate goal is to find out difficulties 
in business Chinese letter writing and put forward some suggestions for the 
instruction and materials compilation of business Chinese letter writing. 
The results of this study show that most of the learners do not have adequate 
ability in writing business Chinese letters. Though they may achieve various 
improvements with more practice， however， it is highly necessary to train their 
business Chinese writing skills based on discourse analysis and learners’ 
characteristics in classroom instruction and materials compilation so as to achieve 
better teaching results. 
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第一章  绪论 
1.1 选题缘由及研究动机 



































































































































































邀请信 √ √  √ 
感谢信 √ √ √ √ 
致歉信    √ 
介绍信  √  √ 
贺信  √ √ √ 
建立业务关系函 √  √ √ 
询盘函 √  √ √ 
报盘函 √  √ √ 
还盘函 √  √ √ 
催款函 √  √ √ 






















































































和 Alan Waters 设计了 ESP 树形图[8]，在该图中，ESP 被分成三支，即 EST（English 
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